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SUMMARY

Nutrient deprivation inhibits mRNA translation through mTOR and eIF2α signaling, but it is 

unclear how the translational program is controlled to reflect the degree of a metabolic stress. In a 

model of breast cellular transformation, various forms of nutrient deprivation differentially affect 

the rate of protein synthesis and its recovery over time. Genome-wide translational profiling of 

glutamine-deprived cells reveals a rapid upregulation of mRNAs containing uORFs and 

downregulation of ribosomal protein mRNAs, which are followed by selective translation of 

cytokine and inflammatory mRNAs. Transcription and translation of inflammatory and cytokine 

genes are stimulated in response to diverse metabolic stresses and depend on eIF2α 
phosphorylation, with the extent of stimulation correlating with the decrease in global protein 

synthesis. In accord with the inflammatory stimulus, glutamine deprivation stimulates the 

migration of transformed cells. Thus, pro-inflammatory gene expression is coupled to metabolic 

stress, and this can affect cancer cell behavior upon nutrient limitation.
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In Brief

Deprivation of some nutrients may impose more constraints on mRNA translation than others. 

Gameiro and Struhl describe a relationship between translational repression and pro-inflammatory 

gene expression in response to various metabolic stresses. The pro-inflammatory transcriptional 

and translational response is not triggered by mTOR inhibition, per se, and requires eIF2α 
phosphorylation.

INTRODUCTION

An adequate nutrient supply is essential for optimal mRNA translation, and eukaryotic cells 

have evolved nutrient-sensing pathways that coordinate protein synthesis with nutritional 

status. Nutrient deprivation inhibits global protein synthesis through modulation of the 

mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) (Wullschleger et al., 2006) and integrated stress 

response (ISR) pathways (Holcik and Sonenberg, 2005).

The mTOR signaling pathway integrates nutritional and energy signals to regulate global 

translational rates via phosphorylation of 4E-BP1 and S6K1, both of which are important for 

cap-dependent translation (Wullschleger et al., 2006). In addition, mTOR preferentially 

regulates mRNAs containing TOP motifs in their 5′ UTR, which often encode ribosomal 

proteins that are translationally repressed in an mTOR-dependent manner (Tang et al., 2001; 

Thoreen et al., 2012).

In the ISR pathway, diverse stresses lead to the phosphorylation of the translation initiation 

factor eIF2α by four kinases, each of which is activated by specific stresses (Holcik and 

Sonenberg, 2005). Phosphorylation of eIF2α generally inhibits translation, but it enhances 

the translation of specific mRNAs, such as that encoding the transcription factor ATF4 or its 

yeast counterpart Gcn4 (Harding et al., 2000; Holcik and Sonenberg, 2005). Translational 

control of ATF4 is mediated by short upstream open reading frames (uORFs) that block 
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translation of the downstream canonical ORF during normal growth but permit the scanning 

ribosome to initiate translation at the canonical ORF under starved conditions (Vattem and 

Wek, 2004). Selective translation of ATF4 is responsible for the transcriptional activation of 

adaptation genes under amino acid deprivation (Harding et al., 2003).

As dividing cells rely differently on glucose (Bauer et al., 2004; Warburg et al., 1927), 

glutamine (DeBerardinis et al., 2007; Newsholme et al., 1985), glycine (Jain et al., 2012), 

serine (Maddocks et al., 2013), and leucine (Sheen et al., 2011) to support specific metabolic 

functions, deprivation of some nutrients may impose more severe constraints on mRNA 

translation than others. In addition, oncogenes can drive translation of specific mRNAs 

involved in cell growth, metabolism, invasion, and metastasis (Truitt and Ruggero, 2016). 

However, there is limited knowledge about how different metabolic stresses control mRNA 

translation and how the translational program is linked to the degree of metabolic stress. 

Here, we show that a variety of nutrient stresses lead to an inflammatory response, at both 

the transcriptional and translational levels, that is linked to inhibition of global protein 

synthesis.

RESULTS

Nutrient Limitation Differentially Affects Nascent Protein Synthesis

We analyzed the response to nutrient limitation in a model of cellular transformation that 

involves an immortalized breast epithelial cell line (MCF10A) containing an endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER)-Src fusion gene consisting of the v-Src oncogene and the ligand-binding 

domain of the estrogen receptor (Hirsch et al., 2010; Iliopoulos et al., 2009). Treatment of 

these cells with tamoxifen activates Src, which generates a rapid inflammatory stimulus 

causing an epigenetic switch from a non-transformed state to a stable transformed state 

(Iliopoulos et al., 2009). Using a fluorescent methionine analog, we quantified de novo 
protein synthesis in cells subjected to short-term (30 min) deprivation of glucose or amino 

acids with different bioenergetic functions. With the exception of glycine and serine 

deprivation, protein synthesis is inhibited to various extents depending on the limiting 

nutrient (Figures 1A and 1B), with deprivation of branched-chain amino acids (BCAAs) 

having the strongest effect. Protein synthesis is reduced in transformed cells, though the 

relative effects for the various nutrient stresses are similar in both cell types.

To analyze how cells recover from nutrient deprivation, we measured protein synthesis after 

4 and 6 hr of nutrient deprivation (Figure 1C). Protein synthesis returns to normal or near-

normal levels upon deprivation of cysteine + cysteine or of glucose, presumably due to 

metabolic adaptations. In contrast, cells deprived of BCAAs and glutamine recover poorly, 

presumably because they cannot synthesize these amino acids to sufficient levels. In all these 

cases, non-transformed and transformed cells behave similarly, though transformed cells 

seem to recover less well under glutamine deprivation (Figure 1C). The importance of 

glutamine in cancer cell metabolism (Altman et al., 2016) prompted us to investigate the 

translational program of transformed and non-transformed cells subjected to glutamine 

deprivation.
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The Immediate Translational Response to Glutamine Deprivation: Downregulation of 
mRNAs Involved in Translation and Upregulation of mRNAs Containing uORFs

We performed ribosome profiling (Ingolia et al., 2012), sequencing of ribosome-protected 

RNA, on transformed and non-transformed cells cultured with either complete or glutamine-

depleted medium for 30 min. Using RibORF (Ji et al., 2015), we identified ~5 million 

unique exon-mapped, ribosome footprints corresponding to ~5,700 translated ORFs (Table 

S1). For each mRNA, we log2 divided the reads per kilobase of transcript per million 

mapped reads (RPKM) measured by ribosome profiling over the RPKM measured by RNA 

sequencing (RNA-seq) to obtain translation efficiencies (TEs), and then determined 

differential TE induced by glutamine deprivation. We also analyzed the ribosome occupancy 

(RO) as determined by the RPKM of ribosome-protected mRNA fragments. Approximately 

140 mRNA transcripts have 1.5-fold or lower TE values, and these translationally inhibited 

mRNAs are enriched for ribosomal and translation proteins (Figures 2A and S1A), and most 

of them contain TOP motifs in their 5′ UTRs (Figure S1B). This regulatory response 

resembles that observed upon inhibiting TOR activity (Thoreen et al., 2012).

Conversely, only 13 (non-transformed cells) or 22 (transformed cells) mRNAs are 

translationally stimulated after 30 min of glutamine deprivation (Figure 2A), the most 

dramatic of which encodes ATF4. Like ATF4, some upregulated transcripts are linked to 

translational control and have translated uORFs. PPP1R15B (2 uORFs) is a phosphatase that 

dephosphorylates eIF2α, AZIN1 (6 uORFs) is an antizyme inhibitor that stimulates 

polyamine levels necessary for mRNA translation, and SAT1 (2 uORFs) inhibits translation 

through polyamine depletion. ATF4 and SAT1 are the only uORF-containing mRNAs 

upregulated in both transformed and non-transformed cells.

Selective Translation of Cytokine and Inflammatory mRNAs upon Glutamine Deprivation

To investigate the gene expression program during the recovery from glutamine deprivation, 

we performed ribosome and mRNA profiling of cells cultured for 4 hr with and without 

glutamine (Table S1). In contrast to the 30-min response (Figure 2A), the fold changes in 

mRNA and ribosome occupancy are strongly correlated (Figure 2B), indicating a strong 

transcriptional contribution to the response following 4 hr of glutamine deprivation. In 

addition, the cells are still metabolically stressed, as evidenced by decreased translational 

efficiency of ribosomal proteins and increased translational efficiency of ATF4 (Figure 2B).

Interestingly, 34 and 56 mRNAs are translated more efficiently in transformed and non-

transformed cells (Figure 2B), respectively, and these are enriched for genes involved in 

cytokine activity, inflammation, and angiogenesis (Figures 2B and 2C; Table S2). Some 

cytokines and inflammatory mRNAs are induced transcriptionally but do not show increased 

TE (Figure 2B; Table S2). As TE values tend to be correlated with cytosolic mRNA levels 

(Larsson et al., 2010), we also performed an analysis of the partial variance (APV) of 

ribosome occupancy and mRNA levels to identify differential translation with higher 

sensitivity (Larsson et al., 2010). The APV shows increased translation of cytokine mRNAs 

mainly in transformed cells (Figure 2C) and increased ribosome occupancy (combined 

transcription and translation) of inflammatory mRNAs in both cell types (Figure S1C; Table 

S2). As expected from the induction of the ISR pathway, the mRNAs with increased 
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ribosome occupancy are also involved in the ER stress response, which includes the 

transcription factors DDIT3 and XBP1, the canonical targets CHAC1 and PPP1R15A, and 

aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (Figure 2B and S1C). Non-transformed cells also exhibit 

increased expression of cytokine and angiogenic mRNAs, but this response is less 

pronounced and, primarily, transcriptionally mediated (Figures 2B, S1C, and S1D; Table 

S2). Thus, glutamine deprivation stimulates inflammatory mRNAs, and this response is both 

transcriptionally and translationally enhanced in transformed cells.

Although MCF10A cells express glutamine synthetase (GLUL) and can proliferate without 

glutamine supplementation in the medium, GLUL is not regulated by glutamine deprivation 

(Figure 2D). In contrast, genes involved in glutamine catabolism, such as glutaminase (GLS) 

and glutamate-oxaloacetic transaminase 1 (GOT1), are induced (Figure 2D). In general, 

genes encoding enzymes in the tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle are mostly unaffected by 

glutamine deprivation.

Cytokine and Inflammatory Gene Expression Is Coupled to Translational Inhibition upon 
Nutrient Deprivation

We performed similar experiments in cells subjected to 4 hr of deprivation of glucose, 

cysteine/cystine, and BCAA. As observed upon glutamine deprivation, cytokine and 

inflammatory mRNAs are enhanced at both the transcriptional and TE levels upon 

deprivation of BCAA (Figures 3A and S2A; Table S2). Cells deprived of glucose or 

cysteine/cystine-deprived cells behave similarly, although to a lesser extent (Figures S2B and 

S2C). In contrast to the 30-min dataset, the 22 inflammatory mRNAs with increased TE in 

all stresses (Figure S2D) do not contain many uORFs (Figure S2E; Table S2). As also 

determined by the APV model, the overall inflammatory response by nutrient depletion is 

induced both at the transcriptional level (Figure 3B) and translational level (Figure 3C), and 

it is more pronounced in the transformed state. Intriguingly, stresses causing the strongest 

inhibition of protein synthesis after 30 min and weakest recovery at 4 and 6 hr (Figure 1, 

depletion of glutamine or BCAA) also cause the most pronounced increase in cytokine and 

inflammatory expression (Figures 3D and S2F). In addition, the number of TE-

downregulated mRNAs is higher in more “severe” stresses (Figures 2B, 3A, S2B, and S2C).

To examine more rigorously whether increased cytokine expression is linked to translational 

stress, we performed hierarchical clustering of all conditions based on ribosome occupancy 

(Figure 3E). Aggregation of all mRNAs into five k-means clusters shows that cytokine and 

inflammatory mRNAs are highly coregulated among the metabolic conditions with the 

highest upregulation in BCAA and glutamine-deprived transformed cells and the lowest 

expression in non-transformed cells grown with complete, cysteine/cystine- or glucose-free 

DMEM (Figure 3F; Table S2, cluster 2). Conversely, the cluster with the strongest 

downregulation in BCAA and glutamine-deprived transformed cells is strongly enriched for 

ribosomal proteins (Figure 3F; Table S2, cluster 5). Cluster 1 consists of immune-related 

mRNAs and is, overall, upregulated in transformed cells (Iliopoulos et al., 2009). In 

addition, recovery of protein synthesis 6 hr after the stress is inversely correlated with the 

geometric mean in ribosome occupancy of 12 cytokines (Figure 3G; Table S2), but not with 

aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases, whose transcription is induced by amino-acid deprivation 
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(Figure S3A), or ATF4, the canonical example of selective mRNA translation (Figure S3B). 

Likewise, the ribosome occupancy of all downregulated mRNAs (Figure 3H) and 176 

ribosomal factor mRNAs in Gene Ontology (GO): 0003735 (Figure S3C) is lower in the 

more severe stresses, though the pattern is less evident for the latter, as ribosomal factor 

mRNAs are proportionally more represented in the glucose stress (Figure S3D).

Enhanced Cytokine Expression Requires Translational Inhibition by eIF2α 
Phosphorylation

To examine whether inhibition of protein synthesis, per se, leads to an inflammatory 

response, we performed ribosome profiling of transformed cells treated with torin1, an 

inhibitor of mTOR. As expected (Thoreen et al., 2012), and in accord with what occurs upon 

nutrient depletion, torin1-treated cells show decreased levels of protein synthesis (Figure 

1B), with translation of ribosomal proteins being particularly affected (Figure 4A). Nutrient 

deprivation mitigates the phosphorylation of 4EBP1 and S6K1 at 30 min and 4 hr to 

different extents (Figures 4B and S4A). However, in contrast to conditions of nutrient 

depletion, torin1 markedly inhibits the phosphorylation of mTOR targets at 30 min and 4 hr 

(Figures 4B and S4A) but does not lead to increased translation of inflammatory genes 

(Figure 4A). Indeed, the TE of some cytokine mRNAs actually decreases upon torin1 

treatment, and the level of transcriptional induction is considerably below what occurs upon 

nutrient stresses.

In accord with these observations, eIF2α phosphorylation increases upon all forms of 

nutrient deprivation tested here, but it is not affected by torin1 treatment (Figure 4B). In 

addition, non-stressed transformed cells exhibit higher levels of eIF2α phosphorylation and 

lower levels of protein synthesis than non-transformed cells (Figure 4B). To test whether the 

inflammatory response is linked to eIF2α phosphorylation, we measured cytokine levels in 

nutrient-deprived cells treated with ISRIB, a potent inhibitor of the integrated stress response 

pathway (Sidrauski et al., 2013). Cytokine protein levels are induced after glutamine 

depletion and in response to the other amino-acid stresses (Figure S4B). Treatment with the 

ISRIB inhibitor decreases the induced expression of IL8, IL6, and CCL20 in transformed 

cells, and of IL8 in non-transformed cells, after 4 hr of glutamine deprivation (Figure 4C). In 

accord with the literature, ISRIB does not affect the levels of phosphorylated eIF2α 
(Sidrauski et al., 2013). Thus, translational repression by eIF2α phosphorylation is 

necessary for the enhanced cytokine expression under metabolic stress.

Short-Term Nutrient Deprivation Increases Cell Migration

As secreted chemokines can induce the directed migration of leukocytes and neighbor cells, 

we examined whether glutamine deprivation affects cell migration. Migration of transformed 

cells through a basement membrane is enhanced toward conditioned medium (CM) from 

glutamine-deprived cells relative to fresh glutamine-depleted medium, whereas complete 

CM inhibits cell migration when compared to fresh complete medium (Figure 4D). 

Migration of non-transformed cells is not affected through the basement membrane (Figure 

4D), but their motility is enhanced in a wound healing assay in CM from glutamine- or 

BCAA-deprived cells (Figure S4C). Transformed cells do not exhibit increased motility in 
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the wound-healing assay (Figure S4C). Thus, short-term glutamine deprivation can drive 

cancer cell behavior independently of proliferation.

DISCUSSION

As defined by the resulting gene expression patterns, depletion of nutrients with different 

metabolic functions cause similar, but not identical, inflammatory responses in transformed 

and non-transformed cells at the transcriptional and translational levels. It is likely that the 

transcriptional response involves the transcription factor NF-κB (nuclear factor κB), as 

glutamine deprivation leads to increased NF-κB activity (Hou et al., 2012; Kim et al. 2014). 

Conversely, glutamine supplementation prevents NF-κB activity and cytokine expression 

(Chen et al., 2008; Singleton et al., 2005). Glutamine deprivation also triggers co-

localization of autophagosomes, lysosomes, and the Golgi apparatus into a subcellular 

structure whose integrity is essential for IL-8 secretion, a process regulated by mTOR and 

JNK kinases (Shanware et al., 2014).

Translational stimulation of cytokine and inflammatory mRNAs upon nutrient or other 

stresses has not been described previously. However, based on published ribosome profiling 

data, we noticed that cells treated with thapsigargin (Reid et al., 2014), a drug that induces 

ER stress, show increased translation of inflammatory mRNAs. Our observation that nutrient 

(and, more generally, ER) stress affects inflammatory genes at both the transcriptional and 

translational levels underscores the biological importance of this response.

The relationship between the inflammatory response and metabolic stress is relevant to 

transformed cells. First, as NF-κB and STAT3 are critical for inflammation and tumor 

development (Grivennikov et al., 2010), increased inflammation in transformed cells is 

likely to have a greater impact in nutrient-deprived tumors than in normal tissues. As the 

concentrations of glucose and glutamine are lower in tumors than in normal tissues (Cairns 

et al., 2011; Warburg et al., 1927), pro-inflammatory translation may be enhanced in a tumor 

microenvironment. Second, increased expression of cytokines in a nutrient-limited 

environment would be an autocrine mechanism for tumor cells to invade and metastasize. As 

glutamine depletion, per se, negatively modulates cell migration, cytokine production under 

this condition might permit cancer cells to migrate toward a region with higher glutamine 

concentration. In addition, breast cancer cells selected to grow in the absence of glutamine 

become more metastatic and tumorigenic and overexpress cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2 or 

PTGS2) (Singh et al., 2012), one of the more efficiently translated mRNAs in glutamine-

deprived cells in our experiments.

The inverse relationship between the inflammatory response and general protein synthesis 

suggests a mechanistic connection between these two processes. Inhibition of mTOR 

activity induces eIF2α phosphorylation in a context-dependent manner (Cherkasova and 

Hinnebusch, 2003; Gandin et al., 2016; Thoreen et al., 2009; Wengrod et al., 2015). 

Inhibition of mTOR does not explain our findings, because torin1 decreases protein 

synthesis to an extent comparable to that of many conditions of nutrient depletion but does 

not lead to a similar inflammatory response. In fact, torin1-treated cells exhibit a lower 

translation of various cytokine and inflammatory mRNAs, so basal mTOR activity is 
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probably required for the inflammatory response. In contrast, ISRIB reverses the effects of 

eIF2α phosphorylation (Sidrauski et al., 2013) and diminishes enhanced cytokine expression 

in glutamine-deprived cells, suggesting that inhibition of translation initiation by eIF2α 
phosphorylation triggers the inflammatory response. eIF2α phosphorylation leads to 

activation of NF-κB due to decreased levels of the IκB inhibitor arising from the 

combination of its short half-life and the reduced translation (Deng et al., 2004; Jiang et al., 

2003). This mechanism may explain why the transcriptional induction of cytokines does not 

occur rapidly upon nutrient deprivation but, rather, takes several hours.

The inflammatory response arising upon nutrient depletion also occurs at the translation 

level. Though unknown, the mechanistic basis of this translational control likely involves 

eIF2α phosphorylation and may act in a uORF-independent manner, as 15 of the 22 TE 

upregulated inflammatory mRNAs do not contain uORFs. Cytokine mRNAs can be 

stabilized by the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase/p38 pathway via aurich element 

(ARE)-binding proteins that interact with sequences within the 3′ UTR (Hoffmann et al., 

2002), so ARE- or other RNA-binding proteins might interact with translation factors and/or 

ribosomes to affect the translation of cytokine mRNAs. Whatever the precise mechanisms 

involved, the opposing effects of eIF2α phosphorylation on general translation and 

inflammatory response provides a mechanism to coordinate these processes in response to a 

wide range of nutritional states.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Cell Culture

MCF10A-ER-Src cells were grown at 37°C with 5% CO2 in phenol red-free DMEM-F12 

medium containing 5% charcoal-stripped horse serum, penicillin-streptomycin (1×), 

epidermal growth factor (EGF) (200 ng/mL), hydrocortisone (0.5 µg/mL, final), cholera 

toxin (100 ng/mL), and insulin (10 µg/mL), as described previously (Iliopoulos et al., 2009). 

Cells were transformed by treatment with 1 µM 4-hydroxy-tamoxifen for 24 hr, and ethanol 

was used as vehicle control in non-transformed cells. For metabolic experiments, cells were 

grown in the same medium but lacking nutrients as indicated.

Measurement of Nascent Protein Synthesis

Protein synthesis was assessed by treating cells with the “clickable” methionine analog L-

azidohomoalanine (AHA) for 30 min, 4 hr, or 6 hr and detecting nascent proteins by 

fluorescence microscopy using the 488-nm laser channel according to the manufacturer’s 

instructions (Thermo Fisher Scientific, catalog no. C10289). Details are given in the 

Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

Ribosome Profiling and RNA-Seq

Details pertaining high-throughput sequencing data acquisition and analyses are given in the 

Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Ribosome profiling and RNA-seq were performed 

as described previously (Ingolia et al., 2012). For determination of gene expression levels of 

protein-coding genes, we removed refSeq-defined coding regions overlapping with uORFs 

defined in Ji et al. (2015), 15 amino acids downstream of the start codons and 5 amino acids 
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upstream of the stop codons. The gene expression levels were calculated as RPKMs in the 

remaining coding regions, and we considered only mRNAs expressed at RPKM > 10 in at 

least one of the metabolic conditions (Table S1). Differential translation was assessed by (1) 

TE, and (2) partial variance of RO and RNA levels (Larsson et al., 2010).

Statistical Analyses

Statistical analyses and visualizations were performed in R or Excel. The hierarchical and k-

means clustering was performed using the pheatmap package with rlog-transformed 

ribosome occupancy. The association between protein synthesis and ribosome occupancy of 

cytokine mRNAs was tested using the Pearson correlation coefficient. Other statistical 

significance was assessed using either the Wilcoxon rank-sum test or t test, as indicated.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

• A translational profile upon depletion of glucose, glutamine, cysteine/cystine, 

and BCAA

• Metabolic stresses differentially inhibit protein synthesis and translation 

factors

• Transcription and translation of cytokine mRNAs are enhanced by metabolic 

stresses

• Cytokine gene expression correlates with the degree of translational inhibition
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Figure 1. Quantification of Protein Synthesis in Response to Metabolic Stresses
(A) Nascent proteins containing the “clickable” methionine analog (AHA) visualized by 

fluorescence microscopy.

(B) Quantification of nascent protein synthesis in tamoxifen (TAM)-treated and EtOH 

control cells under different metabolic conditions. CHX, cycloheximide.

(C) Recovery of nascent protein synthesis over time.

Error bars represent SD of three or more biological replicates, except for the 6-hr samples, 

and no cysteine or cystine at 30 min (two biological replicates). *p < 0.05, comparing 

nutrient-deprived to complete medium; ¥p < 0.05, comparing TAM-treated to EtOH control 

cells, as determined by t test. FITC, fluorescein isothiocyanate.
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Figure 2. Regulation of mRNAs upon Glutamine Deprivation
(A) Changes in mRNA and ribosome occupancy levels upon 30-min deprivation of 

glutamine relative to complete medium in transformed (left) and non-transformed (right) 

cells.

(B) Similar analysis in cells grown for 4 hr in glutamine-deprived versus complete medium.

(C) GO analysis of translationally regulated mRNAs as determined by log2 TE (top) and 

APV by anota2seq (bottom).

(D) Relative RO of glutamine-catabolizing enzymes.

Error bars represent SD of two biological replicates. *p < 0.05, comparing glutamine-

deprived to complete medium, as determined by t test.

See also Figure S1.
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Figure 3. Regulation of mRNAs upon 4 hr of Metabolic Stress Conditions
(A) Changes in mRNA and ribosome occupancy levels upon 4-hr deprivation of BCAAs 

relative to complete medium in transformed (left) and non-transformed (right) cells. Ang, 

angiogenesis; DN, down-regulated; RO, ribosome occupancy; UP, up-regulated.

(B and C) Venn diagram showing the anota2seq analysis of mRNAs with increased (B) 

transcriptional and (C) translational activity in all metabolic stresses in transformed versus 

non-transformed cells.

(D) Venn diagram showing the mRNAs with increased ribosome occupancy in each 

metabolic stress condition in transformed cells; cytokines are highlighted in red in non-

inflammatory GO terms.

(E and F) Shown here: (E) hierarchical and (F) k-means clustering of ribosome occupancy 

across metabolic conditions.
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(G) Correlation between protein synthesis and ribosome occupancy of regulated cytokines 

among nutrient-deprived conditions.

(H) Ribosome occupancy of all TE-downregulated mRNAs in each metabolic condition; p 

values are derived from the Wilcoxon test.

See also Figures S2 and S3.
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Figure 4. Cytokine Expression under Inhibition of mTOR and eIF2α Signaling and Migration of 
Glutamine-Deprived MCF10A-ER-Src Cells
(A) Changes in mRNA and ribosome occupancy levels in transformed cells subjected to 4-hr 

treatment with torin1 (500 nM) relative to complete medium.

(B) Immunoblot analysis of mTOR-phosphorylated proteins and eIF2α phosphorylation 

after 30 min of nutrient deprivation or Torin1 treatment (500 nM).

(C) Immunoblot analysis of cytokine protein levels after 4 hr of glutamine deprivation and/or 

ISRIB treatment (250 nM).

(D) Microscopy images and quantification of cell migration through a basement toward a 

chamber with different test media. Error bars represent SD of three or more biological 

replicates. The p values are derived from the t test. n.s., not significant.

See also Figure S4.
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